Cyber security
training for sporting
organisations
Improve your team’s cyber security
awareness - it’s the best defence.

Risks are everywhere, but how do you
make your team your strongest defence?
That’s where our Cyber Security
Awareness Platform comes in.
www.microtrading.co.uk | 0121 784 0077

Let’s help you fight
fraud and cyber-risk
And we know it starts by empowering your people
— helping them fight back at work and at home.
The problem
Organisations desperate for help, and employees, volunteers and
members left exposed to risk every day — with huge emphasis
on technical IT measures that quickly become outdated and
outmanoeuvred.
The solution
Security awareness training that can change mindsets — developing
a positive culture where risks are recognised and understood, before
providing the tools to prevent them.
Keeping your people at the heart of everything, our platform uses
bite-sized, interactive training, everyday scenarios, and role play
(real gamification!) to bring cyber security and prevention to life –
engaging the user and improving retention of information.
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This fresh approach connects with employees, volunteers and
members, creating a world they finally want to engage with.
No more dull must-dos and pressure from the IT department, but a
buzz stemming from exciting insights and skills that help protect both
professional and personal lives.
The outcome
And the proof’s in the cyber pudding — our Cyber Security
Awareness Platform delivers award-winning security training to many
organisations.
Their employees are now their strongest defence.
Are yours?
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Minimise cyber
threats through
interactive training
No more tedious clicking and forgettable facts —
just bite-sized security awareness training trusted
by businesses around the world.
Why our platform is different
First of all, the jargon has been thrown out — the complicated, techysounding lingo that exists to confuse and cripple your everyday team
member.
Our platform educates in a simple and interactive way. Bringing
hard-hitting insights, effective practices, and everyday ‘hacks’ to
keep information safe, at work and at home.
The aim is to make it easier for your people to check, spot and
combat cybercrime, for the business, and for themselves. Your very
own walking, talking line of defence.
The content is crafted by industry experts and has undergone
independent accreditation with the Government Communication
Headquarters (GCHQ), forming part of the UK’s National Cyber
Security Programme.
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But we recognised that knowledge wasn’t enough — it’s how you
share it.
That’s why the training we provide is developed in the UK, using the
combination of Ofsted Outstanding-rated education professionals
and university lecturers to deliver an unrivalled learning experience.
GCHQ-Certified

The security awareness training services that we recommend have been put through
a demanding accreditation process, with the UK’s Government Communication
Headquarters (GCHQ), so that you can be confident your employees, volunteers and
members are receiving the very best.
This GCHQ-certified security awareness training forms part of the National Cyber Security
Programme, making it the most effective available.
For further details, please see page “ Proud to be accredited by GCHQ”
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Why use security
awareness training
Cybersecurity no longer impacts just your IT team
or Head of Information Security. A breach can be a
multi-million-pound problem.
What are we up against?
The result of cybercriminal activity can be seen in the statistics
collated by industry analysts and firms fighting on our side.
Number of breaches
Last year, we saw a doubling of cyberattacks. Statistics by the
UK government show that over 40% of businesses experienced a
cyberattack in 2017, rising to over 70% for larger organisations.
As we move forward, the attacks are morphing into new methods,
such as cryptojacking, which saw an increase of 8500% in 2017 alone.
Cost of breaches
The Ponemon Institute* provides an annual insight into the costs
of cybercrime. In their 2017 report, they found that in the UK, for
example, the average cost of a data breach was £2.48 million.
How is it happening?
Cybercriminals realise that it is often easier to target human
susceptibility than it is to bypass security measures. And so, they
target our employees, volunteers and members. In fact, it is reported
that up to 90% of cyberattacks succeed due to human error.
In short – we need to make your people your strongest defence.
*US-based Ponemon Institute is regarded as the pre-eminent research centre dedicated to privacy, data
protection and information security policy.
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Empower your
people
Our platform helps you to develop a positive
security culture within your organisation.
The fact is, most of our employees, volunteers or members have
never received any form of education on how to stay safe in the online
world. It’s littered with risks, but the human factor of security has been
neglected for far too long.
We want to help you build a positive security culture for your
organisation – one where people are helped to stay safe in the
workplace, as well as at home.
By education, we can empower people to understand why personal
data (including their own) is so important and deserves to be
protected.
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The service
We deliver simple, interactive training that people
can finally understand — making your sporting
organisation the safest it’s ever been.
Why it’s important
Risks are everywhere, and your people should be your strongest line
of defence. Our training offers the insights and tools they need to spot
and stop cybercrime, whenever and wherever they are.
Light-bulb moments
The bite-sized training approach is quick and effective, making it
memorable from start to finish, every month. We cover both the big
and small from the world of cyber security because it all matters — but
always in manageable chunks.
Forget the jargon
‘No nonsense’ learning starts here, with exciting insights shared in a
way that’s easy to understand and put into action. Stop overloading
your people with information and make office learning achievable.
Tick boxes be gone
Our security awareness training platform is very interactive. No boring
presentations in sight, security awareness with us is fun and delivered
in a relatable ‘real life’ way. Exploring everyday scenarios keeps your
people connected to issues that really affect them.
Reap the rewards
It’s time for your people to rise to the challenge! With organisationwide leader boards and potential prizes on offer, training is no longer a
chore. Plus, there’s also loads of bonus learning to be done.
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Simulated Phishing
Tailored to you, replicating real threats means real
results.
91% of all cyberattacks start with a phishing email. We enable you to
simulate real-life attacks to train your team to identify risks and react.
Why it’s important
Strengthening your people’s ‘phish sense’™ is more important than
ever. We bring everyday phishing examples (the good, the bad,
and the strangely effective ugly) to life, giving staff, volunteers and
members the tools to spot, report, and stop!
Industry insider
Completely customised for your needs, our genuine scenarios are
targeted for your sporting organisation — dialling up the danger
factor and making actions as true to life as possible. You can stay
relevant with regularly updated templates, too.
Gone phishing
It’s very easy to set up, and then you simply leave it running. This
fully automated security measure allows you to keep it seamless and
challenge employees as much as you need to.
Keeping eyes peeled
And your results just roll in. This functionality not only keeps you in
the loop on all phishing simulation activity and awareness raised but
flags potential weak performers and helps close your security gaps.
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Policy management
The larger your sporting organisation, the harder it is
to keep track. Centralisation is the key.
Our platform provides a single policy space that’s easy to access,
use, and track who’s read what and when, so everyone’s always up to
speed.
Why it’s important
With key documents in one completely trackable place, you know
each user has read and understood everything they need to. Always
keeping your organisation compliant and audit ready.
One-stop security
With space for all your policies and shareable documents, you’re safe
in the knowledge they’re all stored together. No email threads or lost
details, just everything you need read, signed and understood.
Tip-top tracking
Whether it’s new team members or new policies, keep up-to-date on
progress to make sure your people are properly in the know. Giving
you a full organisation-wide view, it’s the easy way to keep track
without the time wasting.
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Easy access
Everything’s in one place, so users simply select what they need to
read and get started. Confirming once they understand, it’s simple
to move onto the next policy or document without getting sidetracked.
Auditing heaven
Centralised documents, all approved and understood, make it easier
than ever to offer complete visibility, and guarantee your business
meets any and all compliance requirements.
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What’s included
We like the all-inclusive approach - it’s not fair
when you buy something and every little thing you
need help with comes at a cost.
That’s why our prices include access to all of the platform’s
resources, a fantastic support team, and everything you need to get
started – yes, even the onboarding.
Our clients also benefit from access to our brand-new content, every
single month, at no additional cost.
Full onboarding
We recognise that getting started can seem a little daunting, so
we take care of the whole onboarding process from start to finish –
from some recommended comms for you to share, launch posters,
policies and, of course, welcoming all of your users onto the system
– with fully customisable messaging.
Feel ‘right at home’
It’s important to make your users feel at home. As well as branding up
the Hub with your organisation’s logo, we can create your own custom
navigation menu – to link back to anything you’d like.
Effective support
Rest assured, if you need support, the support team will be on hand to
help. Whether that be via phone, email, or even LiveChat functionality
available for you and your users.
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Managed service
When we say managed service – we mean it. We can help create
your own customised learning plan and even offer recommendations
when there are new threats emerging. Whether you want full, handson involvement, or you’d prefer to let us take care of everything, we’ve
got you covered.
Complete reporting
The training platform makes it easy to see at a glance where your
users are up to and what else needs attention.
It also provides additional snapshot reporting every month – so even
if you don’t have the time to check in, you’ll know exactly how you’re
performing.
Need to see extra data? Don’t spend hours working it out. Speak to
the support team and they’ll gladly help. Headache avoided.
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Course library
overview
The platform provides award-winning, GCHQcertified security awareness training in two unique
formats – ‘Classic’ and ‘Interactive’ Episodes.
‘Classic’ awareness training
The ‘Classic’ awareness training is designed to help educate the
users through interactive, engaging and scenario-based e-learning.
All courses are designed to be bite-sized in nature, typically around
10 minutes in length, and follow our tried and tested format:
1. Module 1 (3-4 minutes)
An introduction to each topic to explain the
what and the why behind it. Research supports
that users retain knowledge when they
understand the reasoning behind it, so rather
than jumping straight in with a bunch of rules
– we explain the why, ensuring knowledge is
built upon in a simple, jargon-free way.
2. Module 2 (3-4 minutes)
In the second module of each topic, we run
through the how, and the red flags that need to
be identified to successfully avoid becoming a
victim.
3. Module 3 (3-4 minutes)
Practice makes perfect. And that’s why all
topics include our unique scenario testing –
where employees get to live through real-life
scenarios in a safe environment.
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The platform’s GCHQ-accredited training library is
ever-expanding. You can see an overview of the topics
available below:

Security Awareness

Data Protection

Phishing: An Introduction

Secure Printing

Protecting Data

Malware and Ransomware

Incident Reporting

GDPR: An Introduction

Perfecting Your Passwords

Security Beyond the Office

Spotting Invoice Scams

Business Email Compromise

Hazards of Hacking

Bring Your Own Device (mobiles, USBs, etc)

Social Engineering

Insider Threats

Mobile Device Defence

Surfing the World Wide Web

PCI DSS

Advanced Spear Phishing

Upping Your Physical Security

Anti-Money Laundering

Social Networking
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Personally Identifiable
Information

Compliance

Interactive Episodes
Finally, training that doesn’t feel like training.
Looking for training with a difference? The platform’s ‘Interactive’
Episodes deliver an unrivalled security awareness programme.
We release a brand-new, ‘Interactive’ Episode every month –
bringing recent, bang up-to-date events, to life for your users to
experience and live through for themselves.
✓
Bite-sized and fun
Each ‘Interactive’ Episode takes just 6-7 minutes to complete, so
it’s even easier for your colleagues to keep up-to-date and stay
protected.
Amongst the interactive fun, there’s also a lot to learn. Training that
doesn’t feel like training – what’s not to like?
Truly interactive
The Episodes aren’t just fun to watch, they’re completely interactive.
With the best bits taken from the scenario testing and amplified.
Interact in a whole host of innovative ways - whether that be
checking emails or replying to texts.
Timely and relevant
Each ‘Interactive’ Episode is based on real issues, that affected real
people in real organisations, in recent weeks.
Your employees won’t have to redo the same training, as a new
Episode will be released every month, based on what’s happening in
the real world.
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Proud to be
accredited by GCHQ
When it comes to keeping data safe, it’s important
you don’t sacrifice on employee security training.
GCHQ helps guarantee that with rigorous independent assessment.
What is GCHQ?
GCHQ is the Government Communications Headquarters, and one
of three UK intelligence organisations dedicated to maintaining the
security of Government communications and electronic data. So,
who better to be verifying what’s good and what’s not, in the world of
online security training?
Why is accreditation so important?
It lets you quickly and easily identify high quality, relevant training
providers and courses, safe in the knowledge that every essential
detail and piece of must-know information is covered — and that
all materials have been rigorously assessed against the exacting
standards of GCHQ.
Quality, guaranteed.
We’re so committed to delivering the very best, we put our training
to the test. GCHQ independently assesses every single security
awareness module. Our training is linked to the IISP Information
Security Skills Framework, and is part of the National Cyber Security
Training Programme.
Not only does this mean our training is meticulously reviewed
and assured for quality, but also everything behind the scenes –
including the platform provider’s extensive Quality Management
System, Change Process and Customer Service provisions.
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Our GCHQ-certified training guarantees two levels of cyber-security
know-how:
Awareness
This educates your team on essential cyber-security practices, from
data protection to spotting internal and external risks — beginning to
build the knowledge of your people and making them your front-line
defence.
Application
The next step is sharing further insights and knowledge that team
members will use every single day. This covers genuine scenarios
and classic security mistakes, so each person can put their training
straight into practice, in a way that’s relevant to their role.
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How can Microtrading
help?
We can assess your current IT security, including
the cyber security awareness of your team. If
security training is an area for improvement, we can
advise on whether our platform is right for you.
Through use of our platform you can expect:
• High quality cyber security training
• Guaranteed expert and efficient training provider
• Relevant and approved course materials
• National Cyber Security Training Programme certification

As IT security specialists, our security services are comprehensive,
covering not just security training, but managed IT services, firewall
and antivirus, and much more. It’s our priority to keep your IT secure
and your data safe.

For more information on how Microtrading can help
call 0121 784 0077 or visit www.microtrading.co.uk

